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Introduction 
Cognitive computing addresses complex situations that are characterized by ambiguity and 

uncertainty-- human kinds of problems that are dynamic and information-rich. In these shifting 

situations, data tends to change frequently, and it is often conflicting. The goals of users evolve as 

they learn more and redefine their objectives. To respond to the fluid nature of users’ 

understanding of their problems, a cognitive computing system is likely to return different 

information sets in response to new information or changes in the user’s goals.  Today, cognitive 

computing attempts to mimic human cognitive capabilities for understanding human 

communication and being able to infer based on prior knowledge.  Cognitive systems expand the 

reach of computing systems.  They do not necessarily replace well-functioning traditional 

systems. 

Our objective in this document is two-fold. Cognitive computing as an approach to human-

machine problem solving is new and hence somewhat unfamiliar. Consequently, like any other 

new technology, there is a certain amount of hype and confusion that contribute to clouding its 

adoption. Our first objective is to briefly distinguish how AI and cognitive computing differ not only 

from each other but also from traditional information systems. Our second objective is to posit a 

framework that we hope provides practical insight and guidelines for adopting cognitive 

applications. 
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Figure 1. Foundation Technologies for Cognitive Systems 

 

 

 

Most AI systems have several characteristics in common: 

• They learn and adapt through interaction, training, and use.  
• They are probabilistic, not deterministic. 
• They are designed to handle large amounts of data from diverse sources 

To these basic characteristics, cognitive systems add several features that help them solve 

complex problems with no easy single answers: 

• They are meaning-based, having some ability to understand human communications such 
as language, images, faces, emotion, or gestures.   

• They are interactive, using language to conduct human-like conversations within the limits 
of their domain or purpose. 

• They are contextual. They return answers based on the type of task, the user, and the 
information need. For instance, customer support applications will return lists of FAQ’s, 
videos or products that are pertinent to a customer’s question.  But a pharmaceutical 
researcher would be better served by a visual representation of molecules, diseases and 
their relationships to each other.  

• They are iterative and stateful, using the information seeking history to understand what 
kinds of information may be needed today as opposed to last month. 

• They are highly integrated so that multiple technologies are brought to bear on an 
information need. For instance, IBM’s Watson, in order to understand a seemingly simple 
question like “what fruit is used to flavor Sakura cheese?” must use language skills and 
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text analytics to deconstruct the question, then search a large database of information for 
likely answers, predict the probability of what an appropriate answer would look like. It 
must also understand Japanese. 

In order to accomplish these requirements, cognitive systems draw on a foundation of 

technologies that are well integrated and that are orchestrated by a superset, if you will, of general 

guidelines: (figure 2) 

Figure 2. A cognitive system 

 

This kind of system supports the process of information seeking, from ingestion and organization 

of data through analysis to decision making. Contrast this iterative well-connected process with 

the disconnected one-query-at-a time tools we find in traditional information systems today (fig.3). 

 

Figure 3: Traditional information system 
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Cognitive Systems: What’s Different? 
Cognitive systems (and artificial intelligence) add a new dimension to the traditional information 

systems we find in organizations today. Traditional BI systems, for example, are deterministic and 

rule-based.  They gather data and perform predictable operations on it in order to churn out 

reports and visualizations that can be compared over time.  The operative word is predictable in 

that users rely on these systems to repeat previous operations.  The data and the output don’t 

adapt to the needs of the user or the situation. 

Cognitive systems, like traditional information systems, collect and merge data from diverse 

sources to assemble the components of a topic into a comprehensive view. But they also provide 

significant tools to help users define a broad problem that may have multiple “right” answers, and 

they return potential answers as well as explorable information spaces, depending on the use for 

which they are designed. As Fig. 2 and 3 show, cognitive systems, unlike traditional systems, are 

iterative, not linear.   

Artificial intelligence (AI) is probabilistic, as are most search engines.  A probabilistic search will 

deliver exact matches to a query but also almost-matches that may find related materials that you 

didn’t know to ask for. Search engines are probabilistic, returning both what you have asked for, 

and sometimes what you didn’t ask for—or want—if the software interprets a question as an 

alternate meaning of a term and not the one you intended.   

Cognitive computing goes still further, by learning through new data, through use and users’ input. 

It sets a question within the context of an information task.  It is process based and designed to 

support the dynamic nature of information seeking.  Thus, it can find changing patterns in a 

variety of domains such as fraudulent telecom accounts, characteristics of a hacking attack on a 

company’s servers, patterns of customer churn and how to predict it, characteristics of what 

products consumers purchase and what else they commonly purchase and even predicting 

machine failures, just to name a few. Cognitive systems are AI systems but with some unique 

characteristics. 

While cognitive systems share many of the same characteristics with other artificial intelligence 

systems, there are two distinguishing features that set them apart: 
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(1) They use the context of the user as a filter or frame for returning relevant information  

(2) The behavior or design of the system is specific to its expected use. 

Generalized cognitive computing with no domain knowledge and no training is still a future dream. 

Context  
Cognitive systems are contextual—as are people.  They must deliver information within the goal 

and purpose of information task:  What is the intent of the information gathering? Like humans, 

they draw their answers from data sources, but they refine and rank responses by their relative 

pertinence to each user, each situation, location, time, and perhaps even overall business goals.  

This goes far beyond our current recommendation systems that can’t adapt automatically to 

changing context, data, users or goals.  

One answer won’t fit all. In fact, the most advanced cognitive systems consider:  

 

• Who is seeking information, and what are their preferences, experience, access rights, and 
attributes. 

• What is the task, the process for accomplishing that task, the topic and subject domain, 
and the available data? 

•  Where is the user located?  Are there geographic attributes of the query that may refine 
and clarify retrieved information? 

• When was this process initiated?  Can we use the history to understand what is most 
relevant to the user at this point in the process?  Is there a deadline or limit on information 
to be retrieved? 

• Why—for what purpose—is the user seeking information?  Is it for a few relevant 
documents or to explore an information space generated on the fly that displays entities, 
topics, events and their relationships to each other?  

• How will the information be used?  What format would be most useful?  Which languages? 
Which devices will be used in the process and must they all be synchronized?  What level 
of security and privacy is necessary?  

• What is the risk of inaccurate, old, or misleading information to the user and to the 
organization? 
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Behavior 
The design of a cognitive system is crucial to its success.  Interaction among people or between 

systems and people requires a continuing dialog.  Whether it is textual, voice, gesture or a mixture 

of these, it must be “stateful”, keeping track of what was said and done before, across devices. The 

system must therefore be “conversational”—with design that supports how people prefer to 

exchange information in a variety of settings. Figure 4 shows how context is used to filter and 

customize results. 

Figure 4: Context and Behavior in a Cognitive system 

 

There are few standards and many obstacles to designing effective conversational, interactive 

systems. For instance, the unpredictable nature of language requires a certain level of embedded 

linguistic knowledge.  Moving from one device to another while maintaining history and security is 

a significant barrier.  And yet, peripatetic users require that their information systems be as mobile 

as they are. With a change of device and environment, they must be able to switch smoothly from 

one location, communication, and even security settings to another.  A fully interactive system 

must add different inputs, e.g., haptic (gestural) recognition, sentiment and image recognition to 

voice and text. 

Cognitive System Behavior
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An interactive system must facilitate human-machine conversation.  Among other concerns, it 

must (a) clarify, define and improve the focus of the information task in cooperation with the user. 

(b) Feel human-like. (c) Follow twists and turns of topic changes in a conversation, and (d) help 

the user resolve ambiguity without hijacking the conversation. 

When are Cognitive Systems Most Useful? 
Cognitive computing is most suitable in certain types of situations. We classify these situations 
based on problem type, data involved, and types of results desired.  It is most useful when the 
problems are complex, the data is voluminous and changing; when the information, problem 
situation and problem goals change and evolve over time and in successive iterations. Cognitive 
applications today have some common elements such as: 
 

• They support an information process from inception to decision and action, often over a 
long period of time.  The system learns as it is used. 

• Discovery of the unknown is a priority.  
• Correlations or causality may not be known 
• Variables and dependencies are complex and numerous 

 
We can place cognitive computing applications along a continuum that extends from question 

answering, with its need for high accuracy at one end to discovery and exploration and its need for 

high serendipity at the other. Figure 5 shows the two ends of the cognitive applications spectrum 

with the trade-offs that must be made depending on the type of problem and the output required. 

Figure 5 
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 Both major types of application use many of the same technologies as a foundation, but they 

diverge quickly through differences in the type of interaction design, delivery of results, tuning and 

training, and the extent of domain knowledge required.  One end delivers confidence scored, 

individualized answers and recommendations.  The other delivers patterns, surprises and large 

information spaces to explore. It is not possible today to deliver both high accuracy and extreme 

serendipity in the same application.  By their very nature, the structures that improve accuracy—

ontologies, heuristics, rule bases, schemas, etc.—constrain a collection of data into preconceived 

patterns and therefore work against the possibility of finding something unknown. In developing a 

framework for classifying types of cognitive applications, we start by describing the most extreme 

ends of this continuum of application types (see figure 6) as:  

• Expert systems exploit a specific niche to solve a type of problem that has a defined domain, 
process and end goal.  In general, they answer questions or make recommendations within 
that domain.  These applications rest on a foundation of specialized knowledge bases (usually 
curated and selective; normalized across sources), training sets and knowledge 
representations—ontologies, language models, deep NLP tagging for entities, relationships, 
concepts.  Manual and/or semi-automated, data preparation is the norm. Training is 
supervised and training sets are often manually selected and curated. These applications 
deliver confidence scored, highly accurate matches to questions.  They learn through 
interactions with users, and through the influx of new knowledge. Patient diagnosis and 
treatment, which uses an individual patient as the context and starting point, is one example of 
this type of application. 
 

Cognitive Systems Continuum
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• Discovery and exploration applications find patterns and relationships in data—both known 
and predicted and unknown.  These applications may not require the same degree of data 
engineering, classification and tagging as an expert system for the same domain.  Their goal is 
to generate and explore a dynamic information space in order to discover facts, patterns, or 
relationships across sources.  The exploration is designed to uncover surprises, so that tools 
like clustering and inferencing are particularly valuable.  They may use models to find similar 
events or facts, and the models may evolve as the exploration process evolves.  These 
explorations start with a problem statement or example.  The system delivers a matching 
information space that shows patterns within the data.  Accuracy/relevance is not a focus.  
Instead, the emphasis is on serendipity, on finding cause, effect, similarity, anomalies, and 
other patterns.  Data preparation is more automated and training may be unsupervised.  Drug 
discovery is an example of this type of application, in which patient records, chemical 
structures, toxicity, clinical trials, etc. are all merged to find new drugs that might treat a 
specified illness. Fraud detection or terrorism detection may also fit this category. 

 
In practice, these two categories are not mutually exclusive; they may work in tandem.  Outcomes 

from the specialized applications can be added to the data for exploration, giving it additional 

depth and accuracy. Output from explorations, when added to specialized data sets may improve 

recommendations or add weight to existing ones.   

Data Characteristics 
The growth of data collections and the increasing centrality of good data to decision making has 

driven the demand for AI in general and cognitive computing in particular. Today, organizations 

collect immense volumes of data and are driven (and rightly so) by the need to analyze all of it, 

believing it to be the foundation for intelligence. To identify, organize, and search these immense 

volumes of data for analytics, organizations have turned to computing, specifically intelligent 

computing, as such systems are better, faster and more accurate than humans in exploring vast 

amounts of shifting data. They also surface previously unknown relationships and patterns that 

humans may not identify, even if they may miss some that humans perceive. Of course, not all of 

these patterns are necessarily valuable or even correct. Depending on the desired outcome, they 

may need data curation and human judgment—a partnership between human experts and 

machines. By putting together the understanding of the human with the processing power and 

lack of human bias of the machine, cognitive systems can extend understanding of the data. 

Human interaction with the system allows the system to learn. Cognitive systems are most useful 

when the: 
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• Data sources are diverse in format, content, terminology or language. The information or 
the problem is complex and variable. When information sources are voluminous and 
diverse in format and data type with a significant textual component 

• Data sources contain ambiguous, sometimes conflicting evidence and continually add new 
information 

• When information sources conflict with each other and confidence scoring would help 
establish relative trustworthiness of the evidence. 

 

Result Characteristics 
The characteristics of the output (results) determine when cognitive systems are useful. Cognitive 

systems are useful when the results desired exhibit the following characteristics: 

• Ranked (confidence scored) answers are preferred to present alternatives 
• No single answer is right in all situations.  Rather, the best answer depends on the context: 

differences in time, location, point in task, user, user’s history and goals may all require 
different outcomes. When the best answer depends on previous interactions, then 
“statefulness” becomes a critical requirement 

• Exploration across silos is a priority 
• Human-computer partnership and dialog over time are required 
• When a cognitive assistant can add insight through quicker, broader knowledge 

assimilation and analysis to deliver scored recommendations for human consideration 
• When assembling and understanding the meaning of data and relationships across 

multiple sources and beyond simple clustering or keyword matching is a requirement. 
 

Because of the newness of these systems, it is challenging to categorize the situations in which 

cognitive systems are useful and important.  It is easier to look at situations when cognitive 

systems are not useful. Such situations include: 

• When predictable, repeatable results are required (e.g. sales reports) 
• When all data sources are structured, numeric and predictable 
• When interaction, especially in natural language, is not necessary 
• When a probabilistic approach is not desirable 
• When shifting views and answers are not appropriate (e.g. regulated 

industries) 
• When existing transactional and other computing systems are adequate. 
• When being constantly aware of the user’s context is not critical 
• When being constantly aware of the “state” of the user is not critical, i.e., the 

system need not be “stateful”.  
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Tools for Understanding Cognitive 
Applications 
There is not yet a body of best practices for cognitive applications, given their recent emergence, 

and the lack of commonly accepted designs to support different kinds of tasks. Each type of task, 

from finding answers to known questions to exploring data for unknown connections, requires 

similar technologies, but vastly different features, depth of curation, design and deployment.  This 

year, the Cognitive Computing Consortium developed a tool for designers, marketers, vendors and 

above all IT decision makers to assess if and how they should incorporate cognitive technologies 

into their computing infrastructure. 

Background—how we went about it and why 
Faced with new and complex information needs and increasing amounts of data and data 

sources, IT managers have spent decades trying to use the tools at their disposal to facilitate 

information access.  There’s a reason for this interest. Data of all sorts has become the new fuel 

for business.  Finding it, analyzing understanding it, then feeding it to the decision making process 

is now crucial to both businesses and individuals. But as we know, promises of an information 

Valhalla have not been fulfilled, from the earliest card catalogs through databases, search 

engines, collaboration tools or online sources.  We believe that this is at least partially due to lack 

of clarity about the types of information tasks that exist and the tools that are thrown at them in 

order to solve information problems.  

Figure 6 shows the information tasks that need to be supported by an information system. 
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A problem statement followed by information gathering initiates each information process.  

However, the data preparation, the technologies and the types of interaction with the data may be 

quite different. What we see in the use cases and software we have studied is that using the 

wrong tool can not only provide a wrong or limited answer, but can even work to prevent a 

researcher from discovering an unknown connection that could solve a major problem or launch 

an entirely new business.  For instance, if you use a search engine, you specify in words or query 

language what you are looking for.  That requires that you know what you are looking for.  Not 

always the case.  Searching gives you precision, but it eliminates what you didn’t know to ask for.  

For that, you must explore an information space.  

With this as background, let’s look at the tools that we have been developing.  Our goal has been, 

as I said, to give adopters of cognitive technologies a process for defining the information task or 

problem that they are trying to address.  Once defined, the next step is this to determine if this is a 

complex problem that cannot be satisfactorily solved using traditional software.  Then, is a 

cognitive application the answer?  And, what type of application would be appropriate?  

Designing Cognitive Applications 
While all cognitive applications share the same basic cognitive system elements, they vary greatly 

in which technologies to include and how those technologies are tuned. The design and 

configuration depends on the goal of the project and the desired output. To be useful, each 

Information Tasks in Decision Making
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application must combine the right data with the right technologies, output and interactions, as 

we show in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Cognitive Applications:  Examples 

 

 

   

 Trade-offs between the high confidence needed for effective question answering and high 

serendipity for discovering unknown patterns or anomalies are inevitable.  Most cognitive 

applications coming to the market today are based on a solid knowledge base for a domain and 

are designed to support the process that the users are engaged in.  This emphasis on specificity 

requires substantial work in developing an appropriate knowledge base.  However, we know that 

schemas, ontologies, rule bases and heuristics constrain a system with their baked-in 

assumptions.  They work against serendipity.  Achieving this balance between relevance and 

serendipity is a design choice.  Both ends of the continuum are valuable, but at least at this point 

in the development of cognitive applications, we can’t have both.  We suggest that any 

prospective buyer clearly define the expected output and the value that they hope to gain from a 

cognitive application before investing in it. The goal of our research is to categorize these 

applications by type and purpose in order to help both vendors and buyers understand the kinds of 

products that are best suited to solve each type of problem.  
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To assist in understanding the requirements for the design of a cognitive system, we propose the 

use of cognitive application profiles. The cognitive application profile is described below together 

with the rationale behind it and sample profiles.  

Introducing Cognitive Application Profiles 
In our earlier work, we described a framework to classify cognitive applications. The examples in 

Figure 6 show a variety of cognitive applications that are designed either for an individual or a 

task. For instance, a cognitive assistant for the blind helps an individual explore a physical 

environment, while drug discovery is designed for users to uncover new drugs.  The context in 

these cases differs considerably. These applications represent two ends of the spectrum that has 

discovery/exploration at one end and new generation expert systems at the other.  When we 

started to understand the types of applications and their requirements, it became apparent that 

there were trade-offs and choices at every decision point.  Understanding the trade-off and 

choices is necessary for the user so that he/she can make an informed choice at each stage of 

the design of cognitive systems described in figure 9. We developed a tool (or guide) to help users 

walk through these decision points before they design or purchase a cognitive application or the 

underlying technology.  
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Figure 7: Cognitive Application Profile Tool 

Our guided decision tool for developing a cognitive application profile is shown in figure 7. Each of 

these characteristics are decision points.  They are meant to engender discussion on one aspect 

of the proposed application at a time.  To raise questions.  So, for instance if we look at accuracy, 

we know that the more precisely we match answers to questions, the fewer answers we’ll get, and 

the more we may ignore what we didn’t ask for.  If you ask for “blue sweaters”, you won’t get “navy 

jumpers.”  This is a major design point.  Do you want to return a few good answers or are you 

looking for what you don’t know?  Do you want to ask, “What’s here?”  Or “what molecules might 

be effective against tuberculosis that are currently not being used?”  These latter are exploratory 

or discovery questions that are not suited to exact matches. 

Working through each of these characteristics should guide your planning and help your team to 

agree on just what you are looking for.  At the end of the process, you should be able to arrive at a 

visual profile of what you want that can be matched to features in packaged software or become 

design goals for your developers.  Here are two examples of different profiles.  You can see that 

each type shows a different shape. Note that underlying practically every feature is language 

understanding.  The accuracy, the language engineering, the interaction with the system, merging, 

summarizing, modeling all require a degree of language ability that is usually missing from the last 

generation of information tools. 

Addressing each of the decision points shown in Figure 7 brings us to the next level of detail: 

selecting appropriate technologies to use to achieve those results and then to selecting data 

sources, cleansing, merging and normalizing them. Needless to say, these questions will all 

become a matter of iteration, discussion and reconsideration.  However, without a clear 

understanding of the final objective and user design, developers are likely to end up with a set of 

wonderful toys or shelf ware instead of a dependable much-used information tool.  
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Figure 8: Profile for Medical application 

To further explain the use of this tool, we offer two sample profiles shown in figures 8 and 9. 

Please note that the profiles in these figures are based on our assumptions on what such systems 

would need along each of the verticals. Our data was derived from our interactions with architects 

and developers involved in designing and building similar systems. 
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Figure 9: Profile for Customer Service application 

Conclusion 
Cognitive systems are a distinct advance in computing.  They are already improving decision 

making, ferreting out unknown patterns and relationships, and ingesting far more information than 

a human can.  While cognitive systems are part a more general move to using artificial 

intelligence, the use of context to determine appropriate answers, the design of the human-

computer partnership, and the ability to understand and respond to human communications 

differentiate these from IOT, AI and Machine Intelligence in general. Cognitive systems are 

designed to support and augment information tasks, supplying functionality that is beyond human 

scope. They are meant to augment humans and not replace them.           

In this document, we have attempted to present an outline for understanding the design of 

cognitive systems. We started by defining what cognitive systems are and how they are different 

from traditional systems and what distinguishes them from other AI systems. We then described a 

process to help understand the design requirements of a cognitive system. To facilitate this 

understanding we offered a way to classify cognitive systems and a tool, the cognitive application 

profile, to connect the application requirements to design choices. Please note that our work is by 
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no means finished.  These are the parameters that make sense to us.  Anyone using our guide 

may have additional characteristics to add.  We’d like to hear about them. As we amass more use 

cases, we will be able to publish a collection of profiles and their requirements to help users 

determine the type of application they need. 

In order to create systems that can inhabit the human world of changeability and uncertainty, we 

need to add capabilities that are human-like so that we can work in partnership with machines. 

This white paper demonstrates how the same technologies can support vastly different cognitive 

applications.  They are differentiated by the domains, the data, the design and purpose, and most 

importantly, the objective for each application.  The products may sound like the stuff of science 

fiction, but the advice is familiar—don’t buy the technology and then wonder what to do with it.  

Instead, understand the purpose, the value, and the practicality of using these new tools before 

investing the significant time and money that they will require to turn out valuable and new returns 

on the investment. 

 


